NTSPP - 412

by Prolixic

2017
17 solutions are the surnames of famous people who have died during 2017
and one solution is in memory of Tstrummer.
Only the wordplay is given for these solutions.
Across
1 Pecking order in Iceland?
(4,5)
6 Character's currently in
Cornwall with blockbuster
movie's finale (4-5)
14 Field of study covered by
Montreal museum (5)
15 A French man involved in
affairs embraces old birds
(9)
16 In the last month artist
becomes extremist (5)
17 One may be charged in
Jerusalem after killing
Zulu (3)
18 Exert an influence over
division in part of West
London (3,2)
19 Old Prime Minister meets
sugar magnate with very
few teeth (8)
20 Report of unauthorised
disclosure about queen (6)
22 Person touring Norway (4)
24 Academic expert on
visible signs of electronic
interference (7)
26 Votes against imprisoning
a king (6)
33 Vauxhall car run down
about beaded mouldings
(9)
34 Doctor passport? That's
hard (5)
35 Second source of natural
materials (5)
36 Reportedly sinks beer in
large quantities (9)
37 Northern Cyprus has to
come out before crisis (9)
43 Chinese units capturing
European women (5)
45 Welshman meets King and
Emperor in Japanese
imperial residence (5)
47 Broken green tin holds a
variety of orange (9)
48 Dutch city losing second
point (6)
50 Heartless agent seen in
river (7)
51 It's worn in South
American state (4)
54 Agree redhead briefly
needs makeover (6)
57 Write guidebook I put
forward on group of
teachers (8)
59 Vietnamese painter
orginally left early picture
with prostitute (2,3)
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62 A little lad thanks duke (3)
63 Turkish official houses
bishop (5)
64 Gangster's incredibly
wealthy to the very end
(3,3,3)
65 Old architect's declaration
on entering building! (5)
66 Maybe Svengali's
hypothesis isn't first (9)
67 Those being tested having
spots on bottoms (9)
Down
2 Oscar's role in form of
abstractionism (2,3)
3 Party member elected
before the middle of
October (6)
4 Organisation of freethinkers dismissing
wildcat strike (6)
5 Picture of India carried by
warlock (5)
7 Man reported itch from
dusk to dawn (9)
8 Liberal Tories seeing drop
in support at last (4)
9 Dwelling hard by river (5)
10 Come to a petrol company
(5)
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11 Travelling abroad met
attractive person (9)
12 Four star indication of
what Europe is to Nigel
Farage (5,4)
13 Growth of rock musical (4)
21 Time when husband leaves
Olympian queen (3)
23 Score selection of Pinot
and Chablis (5)
25 Nosy group of astronauts
on lunar surface (5)
27 Mother and Mechanical
Engineer originally
redesigned electrical
instrument (8)
28 King ducks seeing Prince
Andrew's ex (3)
29 Look for Bridge player's
expression of surprise (4)
30 Consular agent hands key
to Cumbrian town (8)
31 Donkey and fish hidden by
wings of canary (7)
32 Loving a group holding
party (7)
38 Tribute to Mozart includes
revolutionary musical
work (5)
39 Feature of 50 on a friend
(5)

40 Thick ground cut of ox
meat (4)
41 Metal workers mint this
special alloy (9)
42 Working to support house
on mountain pass for Mark
(9)
44 Remove hair with
American tool (3)
46 This triangle categorises
lines length in a new form
(9)
49 Join game (3)
52 Take expensive car and
produce new version (6)
53 Store on steamship (6)
54 Slyvester Stallone's
character loses head in
pulpit (4)
55 Difficult year (5)
56 Material in lead-free pencil
(5)
58 British sheep (5)
60 Leaders of printworkers
running in democratic
elections (5)
61 One in court (4)

